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add drops to drinking water throughout 
the day to maintain electrolyte balance

increase intake during times of physical 
exertion and recovery

great way to remineralize reverse 
osmosis and distilled water

use in cooking as a 
low sodium alternative

add to smoothies and green drinks

great addition to preparing fermented 
foods such as kombucha, sauerkraut, 

kimchi, etc.

“Just what my body was lacking...will always use...feel great...thanks.”
Peggy S.

“I’ve noticed an improvement in mental acuity and focus since I began
taking this product.”

Robert V.

“Love my Aussie Trace Minerals, a definite difference in energy levels.”
Theresa B.

“I believe that less is more and this product exceeds my expectations.
Ever since I started using them, my headaches are gone. The version
with no flavour can be added to my morning coffee, part of my dinner

or my workout drink. I love how versatile this product really is.”
Kristy S.

The above results are from third-party analytical testing 
conducted by Symbio Laboratories in 2017

TYPICAL LAB ANALYSIS

COMPLETE 
HYDRATION

BIO-AVAILABLE PRISTINE
SOURCE

PROPER FORM OF 
NATURAL MAGNESIUM



70+
MINERALS

 third-party tested for heavy metals, pesticides,   
   solvents, micro-plastics, and microbials

pristine source

naturally balanced & extremely concentrated

unbeatable electrolyte profile

102mg of ionic magnesium per serving

low sodium

ionic & bio-available

alkalizing

vegan, keto, & paleo friendly

Naturally harvested from the pristine Southern Australian 
coast, Aussie Trace Minerals™ is a pure Ionic Trace Mineral 
solution derived from 100% solar concentrated and  sodium 
reduced ocean water. In addition to being very high in 
absorbable magnesium, our formula also contains over 70 
other minerals and trace elements,  providing a complete 
and balanced electrolyte supplement.

Trace minerals are actively involved in almost every single 
process in the human body, plain and simple! They truly are 
the most important nutrient that we take in on a daily basis. 
Vitamins, proteins, enzymes, and all other nutrients that 
we ingest through our diets, will not function properly in 
our bodies without an adequate supply and proper balance 
of minerals in our system. Minerals and electrolytes are 
required to build and maintain the structure of our bodies, in 
a similar way that the foundation of a house maintains the 
integrity of the home. Assisting with our immune systems, 
proper brain function, hormone regulation, cellular detox, 
digestive health, and so many other critical processes, 
trace minerals provide a key puzzle piece in achieving and 
maintaining optimal health.

Minerals work as a team. Gone are the days when we would 
consume large amounts of isolated calcium in order to 
protect our bones. Thankfully we’ve accepted the fact that 
calcium needs magnesium to absorb and function properly 
within our bodies, but what we still don’t give enough 
consideration to is the fact that magnesium needs many 
other minerals in order to assimilate and work properly. We 
need to provide minerals in great diversity so that they can 

Our soils were once rich and fertile in all of the elements 
of the earth, easily providing all the minerals and trace 
elements required to support proper nutrition. Modern 
farming practices such as the use of synthetic fertilizers, 
pesticides and other chemicals, have both depleted and 
made many of these minerals unavailable to the plants that 
grow in our soils. The end result is a mineral depleted and 
substandard food source being fed to the animals and 
humans further up the food chain, creating obvious 
deficiencies along the way.

FOUNDATIONAL INSIGHT

THE TEAM PLAYERS

WHERE HAVE ALL THE 
MINERALS GONE?

In today’s world we need to be extra cautious when sourcing 
clean food and nutrients when looking to feed our bodies 
properly. Approximately 88% of the world’s population 
lives in the Northern Hemisphere, and therefore 88% of the 
pollution is here as well. When we look to provide an ocean 
based trace mineral supplement that absorbs so effectively 
in the human body, we need to be extremely careful to 
ensure that it is of the highest quality and purity.

With Aussie Trace Minerals™, we source our one and only 
ingredient from the Southern Hemisphere where only 12% 
of the world’s population lives. Not only that, but 
we are located in Southern Australia towards 
Antarctica where there are very few people and 
almost zero industry. In addition to getting our 
minerals from a pristine environment, we 
are also sourcing from a living, breathing, 
dynamic eco system where there are literally 
millions of life forms in every square inch of 
ocean water. All of these living organisms 
break down the minerals from their inorganic 
rock form into a predigested, organic form 
which is perfect for us to absorb and utilize 
within our bodies. 

We’re not harvesting from an inland sea (lake)  
in the Northern Hemisphere, where there 

are endless concerns over water quality and 
contamination due to human negligence.

CONSIDER YOUR SOURCE

assist each other in a variety of 
different ways to be of greatest 
benefit to us. A complete and 
properly balanced trace mineral 
formula is critical for proper 
assimilation.

Every chemical reaction, 
every thought, and 

every heartbeat in the body 
is dependent on minerals 

and trace elements


